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There has been a rapid growth of interest in issues re-
lated to crossmodal selective attention and multisensory
integration in the last few years (see Calvert, Brammer &
Iversen, 1998; Driver & Spence, 1998b, 1998c; Macaluso,
Frith, & Driver, 2001; Spence, 2001; Spence & Driver, in
press, for reviews). Converging evidence from behavioral
studies in both normals and clinical patients (e.g., di Pel-
legrino, Làdavas, & Farné, 1997; Mattingley, Driver,
Beschin, & Robertson, 1997; Spence & Driver, 1997b),
from electrophysiological studies (e.g., Eimer & Schröger,
1998; Kennett, Eimer, Spence, & Driver, 2001; McDon-
ald & Ward, 2000a; Teder-Sälejärvi, Münte, Sperlich, &
Hillyard, 1999) and from neurophysiological research in

animals (e.g., Graziano & Gross, 1996, 1998; Stein &
Meredith, 1993) all  demonstrate extensive crossmodal
links in the control of attention and information process-
ing. However, the majority of behavioral studies have fo-
cused on links between either audition and vision (e.g.,
Driver & Spence, 1994; McDonald & Ward, 2000b; Mon-
dor & Amirault, 1998; Spence & Driver, 1996, 1997a;
Ward, 1994) or vision and touch (e.g., Butter, Butchel, &
Santucci, 1989; Pavani, Spence, & Driver, 2000; Spence,
Pavani, & Driver, 2000; Spence, Shore, & Klein, 2001).
To date, only relatively few studies have attempted to in-
vestigate possible crossmodal links in attention (and/or
multisensory integration effects) between audition and
touch (Caclin, Soto-Faraco, Kingstone, & Spence, 2002;
Eimer, Van Velzen, & Driver, 2002; Guest, Catmur, Lloyd,
& Spence, 2002; Hötting, Rösler, & Röder, 2002; Jous-
mäki & Hari,  1998; Làdavas, Pavani,  & Farnè, 2001;
Merat, Spence, Lloyd, Withington, & McGlone, 1999;
Spence, Nicholls, Gillespie, & Driver, 1998).

Spence et al. (1998) reported a series of experiments
investigating any crossmodal links in covert spatial at-
tention between touch, audition, and vision in which spa-
tially nonpredictive cues were presented to the left or right
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We report three experiments designed to investigate the nature of any crossmodal links between au-
dition and touch in sustained endogenous covert spatial attention, using the orthogonal spatial cuing
paradigm. Participants discriminated the elevation (up vs. down) of auditory and tactile targets pre-
sented to either the left or the right of fixation. In Experiment 1, targets were expected on a particular
side in just one modality; the results demonstrated that the participants could spatially shift their at-
tention independently in both audition and touch. Experiment 2 demonstrated that when the partici-
pants were informed that targets were more likely to be on one side for both modalities, elevation judg-
ments were faster on that side in both audition and touch. The participants were also able to “split” their
auditory and tactile attention, albeit at some cost, when targets in the two modalities were expected on
opposite sides. Similar results were also reported in Experiment 3 when participants adopted a crossed-
hands posture, thus revealing that crossmodal links in audiotactile attention operate on a representation
of space that is updated following posture change. These results are discussed in relation to previous
findings regarding crossmodal links in audiovisual and visuotactile covert spatial attentional orienting.
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of fixation, shortly before (150–300 msec) an imperative
target signal (again presented to either the left or the
right) requiring a speeded discrimination response. Con-
tinuous versus pulsed discrimination responses to tactile
targets were more rapid and accurate when they were pre-
ceded by an auditory or visual cue on the same side. Sim-
ilarly, auditory and visual up–down elevation discrimina-
tion responses were facilitated by a preceding tactile cue.
These results suggest the existence of symmetrical cross-
modal links in attention between audition and touch, and
also between touch and vision (where support for the ex-
istence of a crossmodal link in attention comes from be-
havioral evidence demonstrating that a shift of attention
in one sensory modality can elicit an involuntary shift of
attention in another sensory modality). Although the na-
ture of any crossmodal links between audition and vision
affecting behavioral responses has been somewhat contro-
versial (e.g., see Driver & Spence, 1998a; McDonald &
Ward, 2000b; Spence & Driver, 1997a; Ward, 1994; Ward,
McDonald, & Golestani, 1998; Ward, McDonald, & Lin,
2000), the weight of empirical evidence now supports the
view that there are actually symmetrical links between au-
dition and vision as well (e.g., McDonald, Teder-Sälejärvi,
Heraldez, & Hillyard, 2001; McDonald, Teder-Sälejärvi,
& Hillyard, 2000; see Spence, 2001, for a recent review).
Taken together, these results therefore suggest that the pe-
ripheral presentation of a spatially nonpredictive auditory,
visual, or tactile cue elicits a brief exogenous shift of a
supramodal attentional spotlight that will facilitate the
processing of any sensory stimulus (no matter what its
modality) subsequently presented at or near the cued lo-
cation (Spence, 2001).

The results of these peripheral-cuing studies refer
specifically to crossmodal links in purely exogenous (or
stimulus-driven) attentional orienting, because the pe-
ripheral cues were uninformative with regard to the likely
location of the target. However, a distinction has been
made between exogenous orienting and the endogenous

(or voluntary) orienting induced by advance knowledge
of where a target is most likely to occur (Posner, 1978).
Several differences between these two forms of attention
have been reported both in terms of their effect on behav-
ior (e.g., Briand, 1998; Klein & Shore, 2000; Spence &
Driver, 1994, 1996, 1997a), and in terms of their underly-
ing neural substrates (e.g., Butter, 1987; Làdavas, 1993;
Rafal, Henik, & Smith, 1991). For example, exogenous
orienting is not disrupted by a secondary verbal memory
task that disrupts endogenous orienting (Jonides, 1981),
and it is also less subject to interruption by subsequent vi-
sual events than is endogenous orienting (Müller & Rab-
bitt, 1989). Given these differences, it is important, at least
at first, to examine separately the nature of any crossmodal
links in exogenous and endogenous spatial orienting.
Here, we examined the nature of crossmodal links between
audition and touch specifically for the case of endogenous

covert spatial orienting.
A number of behavioral and event-related potential

(ERP) studies have demonstrated extensive crossmodal
links in the control of endogenous spatial attention be-

tween audition and vision (e.g., Driver & Spence, 1994;
Eimer & Schröger, 1998; Hillyard, Simpson, Woods,
Van Voorhis, & Münte, 1984; Spence & Driver, 1996;
Spence, Ranson, & Driver, 2000; Teder-Sälejärvi et al.,
1999). These studies have shown that shifting attention
in one modality typically leads to a concomitant shift of
attention in the other modality in the same direction (al-
beit at a reduced level). However, it has also been shown
that people can, to some extent, direct auditory and vi-
sual attention in different directions simultaneously, at
least under certain conditions (Driver & Spence, 1994;
Eimer, 1999; Spence & Driver, 1996; Spence, Ranson, &
Driver, 2000). Similar crossmodal links in endogenous
orienting have also been demonstrated between vision
and touch (Eimer & Driver, 2000; Spence, Pavani, &
Driver, 2000; but see also Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978).
These results, together with the extensive neurophysio-
logical and electrophysiological evidence of widespread
integration of auditory and tactile information in the
brain (see, e.g., Di, Brett, & Barth, 1994; Foxe et al.,
2000; Graziano, Hu, & Gross, 1997; Meredith, Wallace,
& Stein, 1992; Stein & Meredith, 1993), suggest that any
audiotactile links in endogenous spatial attention may be
similar to those already reported between audition and
vision and between vision and touch. However, as the re-
cent controversy surrounding the nature of crossmodal
links in exogenous orienting between audition and vision
makes clear (see, e.g., McDonald & Ward, 2000b; Spence
& Driver, 1997a; Ward, 1994), it is also possible that dif-

ferent crossmodal links may subserve different pairs of
sensory modalities, depending on their particular func-
tional/evolutionary role in guiding our behavior. Indeed,
given the literature on visual dominance (e.g.,  Posner,
Nissen, & Klein, 1976; Spence, Shore, & Klein, 2001),
which indicates that vision has a more central role in in-
formation processing and attention than either audition
or touch (see also Eimer, in press),  one might predict
weaker crossmodal links between audition and touch
than have been reported previously between vision and
the other sensory modalities (see also the General Dis-
cussion section on this point).

The following experiments were designed to examine
the nature of any crossmodal links between audition and
touch in the sustained control of endogenous covert spa-
tial attention. We examined whether participants can sus-
tain their spatial attention at a particular location in one
modality and not in the other (Experiment 1) and whether
they can shift attention in both modalities together or di-
rect them in different directions (Experiment 2). Finally,
we examined what happens to crossmodal links in en-
dogenous spatial attention when the hands are crossed
over the body midline (Experiment 3),  to investigate
whether crossmodal links between auditory and tactile
attention are updated when posture changes.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was designed to examine whether there is
any natural predisposition for endogenous spatial attention
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to shift together in audition and touch, using the up–down
discrimination task (a tactile analog of the orthogonal-
cuing paradigm introduced by Spence & Driver, 1994,
1996, 1997b). In this task, participants hold a foam cube
between the thumb and the forefinger of each hand (see
Figure 1 for a schematic view of the experimental set-up
seen from a raised position behind the participant’s car-
tooned body). One tactile vibrator is positioned under
each thumb and another under each forefinger.

For half of the experiment (Experiment 1A), the par-
ticipants were instructed to direct just their tactile atten-
tion (the primary modality) to one or the other side for
each block of trials and to leave their auditory attention
(the less common, secondary modality) spatially diffuse.
The event probabilities were manipulated to encourage
this strategy strongly. For the other half of the experi-
ment (Experiment 1B), the instructions and probabilities
were reversed: The participants were instructed to direct
their auditory attention (now primary) to one or the other

side and to leave their tactile attention (now secondary)
spatially diffuse, with the event probabilities being
changed accordingly. In order to encourage the partici-
pants to follow the instructed strategy, 73% of all targets
appeared in the currently primary modality, and seven of
every eight targets in this more common modality ap-
peared on the expected side. The rarer targets (only 27%
of the total) in the secondary modality were actually
more likely to appear on the opposite side, at a ratio of
2:1. The participants therefore had a very strong spatial
expectancy about the likely target side within the pri-
mary modality. They also had a strong motivation to at-
tend to the highly likely side within just the primary
modality, but no strategic reason for attending to that
side in the secondary modality (as event probabilities
were weighted 2:1 against doing so).

On the basis of previous work in the audiovisual do-
main (Spence & Driver, 1996), it was anticipated that the
participants would be able to direct their attention in the

Figure 1. Schematic view of the apparatus and the participant’s position in Exper-

iment 1. The enlarged inset shows the two vibrotactile stimulators inset into each of
the foam cubes that the participant gripped to  provide potential vibrotactile targets

on either side.
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expected direction for the primary modality. A more in-
teresting question was what would happen to the spatial
distribution of attention in the secondary modality. Ac-
cording to the modality-specific attentional resource ac-
count (Duncan, Martens, & Ward, 1997; Robin & Rizzo,
1989; Wickens, 1984, 1992), people should have no dif-
ficulty in spatially directing attention in just one modal-
ity while leaving attention in the other modality diffuse
(or, indeed, directing attention in the secondary modal-
ity to the opposite side, where targets in that modality
were twice as likely). By contrast,  if there are cross-
modal links in endogenous spatial attention between au-
dition and touch, then any shift of attention toward the
expected side in the primary modality should be accom-
panied by a concomitant shift of attention in the same di-
rection in the secondary modality. This should occur even
though events in the secondary modality are more likely
elsewhere.

Method
Participants . Fourteen participants (7 men and 7 women) took

part in this experiment, and all were naive to its purpose. Their

mean age was 39 years, with a range of 25–55 years, and all were

right-handed by self-report. All reported normal hearing and touch.
The experiment took approximately 55 min to complete.

Apparatus and Materials . A red LED placed 30 cm in front of
the participants at eye level served as the central visual fixation

point. The participants held sponge cubes between the foref ingers

and thumbs of both hands, which were placed 50 cm apart (see Fig-
ure 1). Four Oticon-A (100-ohm) bone-conduction vibrators with

vibrating surfaces, measuring 1.6 cm 3 2.4 cm, were used to pre-
sent the vibrotactile targets and were mechanically isolated within

the foam cubes (both rise and fall times for the vibrators were ap-
proximately 20 msec). The lower rear edge of each of the foam

cubes was attached to the tabletop with Velcro in all of the experi-

ments to ensure that the cubes remained in the correct position with
respect to each other and to the participant, no matter what posture

the participant adopted. The Velcroing of the cubes to the tabletop
also ensured that the upper stimulators remained above the lower

stimulators (that is, the participants could not rotate the cubes such

that, for example, the thumb and forefinger became horizontally
separated). The vibrators were placed directly on the thumb and

forefinger pads of each hand and were separated vertically by a dis-
tance of 7.5 cm. The vibrators were situated 45 deg below f ixation

and 32.4 deg to either side of midline. Tactile stimuli could be pre-
sented from any one of the four vibrators, which were driven by a

200-Hz sine wave fed through a Realistic SA-155 amplifier. The

vibrotactile stimuli were presented well above threshold and re-
quired an elevation discrimination of 10.8 deg vertically. The tac-

tile target stimuli consisted of three successive 50-msec bursts of
stimulation separated by 50-msec empty intervals.

Preliminary testing on 6 participants (50 trials per participant)

conducted before the main experiments revealed that they could not
discriminate the location of the vibrotactile stimulus at significantly

above chance level when responding solely on the basis of any
sounds made by the vibrotactile stimulators (i.e., when their hands

were not placed in contact with the vibrotactile stimulators). Dur-
ing the course of the actual experiment, any participants who re-

ported that they thought they could perform the task on the basis of

the sound made by the vibrators were encouraged to perform a few
trials without their hands on the foam cubes. In all of the relatively

few cases in which this happened, the participants concerned were
unable to perform the “tactile”  elevation discrimination task accu-

rately by sound alone, satisfying both the participant and the ex-

perimenter that they were really basing their elevation judgments on

the vibrotactile cues.

Auditory targets could be presented from any one of the four tar-
get loudspeaker cones, which were placed 60 cm apart horizontally

and 45 cm apart vertically (see Figure 1). The auditory task required
an elevation discrimination of 49.2 deg vertically. The auditory tar-

gets consisted of three successive 50-msec bursts of white noise

presented at approximately 95 dB(A), as measured from the partic-
ipant’s ear position, and separated by 50-msec silent intervals.

Throughout the experiment white noise was presented at 88 dB(A)
from two loudspeaker cones situated behind the tactile stimulators

to mask any sound made by the operation of the vibrators. It is
worth noting that, because of the high-background white noise lev-

els required to ensure that the participants were unable to discrim-

inate the location of the vibrotactile targets by sound alone, the
signal-to-noise ratio for the auditory targets (i.e., 7 dB) was lower

than that for the vibrotactile targets, and also much lower than the
signal-to-noise ratio for auditory, visual, and tactile targets in our

previous endogenous studies of spatial attention (Spence & Driver,

1996; Spence, Pavani, & Driver, 2000). For comparison, if we as-
sume a background noise level of around 35 dB in the soundproof

booth in which Spence and Driver (1996) conducted their experi-
ments on audiovisual links in endogenous spatial attention, then the

85-dB auditory targets they used would have been presented at a
signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 50 dB.

The participants made elevation discrimination responses regard-

ing whether a target came from one of the upper locations (by their
forefingers for tactile targets and from the upper loudspeakers for

auditory targets) or from one of the lower locations (by their thumbs
for tactile targets and from the lower loudspeakers for auditory tar-

gets). This decision was made regardless of the laterality or modal-

ity of the target. It should be noted here that one potential limitation
of the orthogonal cuing task, especially when used to assess auditory

perception, is that many people typically show poor auditory eleva-
tion discrimination ability, thus requiring the target loudspeakers to

be separated by a relatively large elevation difference. In the present
study, in which we investigated links between audition and touch,

this led to a difference in possible target elevation for the two modal-

ities. In the General Discussion section, we discuss whether this dif-
ference may have affected the pattern of results observed. Responses

were made via footpedals placed below the table. One pedal was
placed below the toe and the other pedal below the heel of the par-

ticipant’s right foot. Upper targets were indicated by raising the toe

briefly, and lower targets by raising the heel briefly.
Design and Procedure. The participants were informed that tar-

gets in the primary modality (touch in Experiment 1A, audition in
Experiment 1B) would be more common overall, and were very

likely to appear on the side specified verbally at the start of each
block of trials. This side varied between blocks, so that each modal-

ity was equally likely to be more probable toward the left or toward

the right of the participant overall, both when it served as the pri-
mary modality and when it served as the secondary modality.

The participants were told that the much rarer targets in the sec-
ondary modality (audition in Experiment 1A, touch in Experi-

ment 1B) were slightly more common on the side opposite that

which was likely for the primary modality. Note that the weighting
of target stimuli in the secondary modality was somewhat different

from that reported in recent electrophysiological studies of audio-
tactile links in endogenous spatial attention (see, e.g., Eimer et al.,

2002; Hötting et al., 2002), and this may help to account for the dif-
ferences found between these studies (see the Discussion section of

Experiment 1 on this point). At the beginning of every block of tri-

als in Experiment 1A, the participants in our study were instructed
to direct their tactile attention to the expected side for tactile targets

and to leave their auditory attention spatially diffuse (again, it was
emphasized that there was no reason to direct auditory attention to

the same side as touch, since the rarer auditory targets were actually
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twice as likely on the opposite side). This instruction was reversed

in Experiment 1B, in which the participants were instructed to keep

their tactile attention as spatially diffuse as possible and to direct
their auditory attention to the expected side for auditory targets. In

each part of the experiment, the participants completed two blocks
of 48 practice trials, followed by four blocks of 88 test trials.

Half of the participants completed Experiment 1A before Ex-

periment 1B, whereas the remainder completed Experiment 1B
first. The horizontal position of the right eyes of 7 of the partici-

pants was monitored by means of a Skalar infrared-light eye tracker
(Model 6500), to ensure that any spatial expectancy effects could be

attributed to the covert, rather than to the overt, orienting of atten-
tion. The eye-movement monitor was calibrated to provide a signal

to the computer whenever an eye movement of 2 deg or more was

detected in the period between target onset and the initiation of a
footpedal response. (This was the smallest signal that could be con-

sistently detected across participants with the apparatus, but note
that the peripheral targets were located at an eccentricity of more

than 30 deg from the central fixation point.) The monitor was re-

calibrated to confirm true straight-ahead at the beginning of every
block of trials and also during a block if fixation appeared to drift

from the calibrated center point. Trials in which potential eye move-
ments were detected (note that blinks sometimes resulted in signals

that were indistinguishable from actual eye-movement signals)
were automatically excluded from the analyzed data.

Each trial was initiated by the onset of the fixation light and was

followed, at an SOA that varied randomly between 500 and 800 msec,
by the onset of a target. After the participant had made his or her re-

sponse and any feedback had been presented, there was a delay of
1,000–1,300 msec before the fixation light came on again to signal

the start of the next trial. The trial was terminated if no response

was made within 1,500 msec of target onset. Error feedback was
provided if the participant made an incorrect response (a green LED

situated below the fixation light flickered for 780 msec) or if the re-
sponse made was too slow (longer than 1,500 msec; a green LED

above the f ixation light flickered for 780 msec).

Results
Fewer than 15% of the trials were removed due to ex-

cessive eye movements (or blink artifacts) for those par-
ticipants whose eye position was monitored, and 1.4%

were removed due to the absence of response. The inter-
participant mean reaction times (RTs) after these exclu-
sions, together with the corresponding error rates for all
trials, are shown in Table 1 as a  function of primary
modality (i.e., whether touch or audition was the more
probable target modality—Experiments 1A and 1B, re-
spectively), target modality, and target side, as a function
of whether or not eye position was monitored. The mean
spatial expectancy effects are also summarized in Fig-
ure 2, pooled across the eye-monitoring factor.  Miller
(1988) has demonstrated that because of the positive
skew present in the majority of RT distributions, sample
medians tend to overestimate population medians in in-
verse relationship to sample size. Therefore, given that
the different cue conditions had different probabilities of
occurrence in the present study, with valid trials being
more likely overall, mean rather than median RTs were
computed for each participant.

The data were analyzed using a mixed analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA), with the between-participants factor of
whether or not eye position was monitored [eye moni-
toring (2)] and the three within-participants factors of
spatial expectancy (2: target presented on the side that
was expected vs. on the unexpected side for the primary
modality), target modality (2: auditory vs. touch), and
primary modality (2: auditory vs. touch). We also per-
formed additional analyses on the data from this and
subsequent experiments to examine whether there were
any differences between the attentional effects reported
for upper and lower target positions. Although some dif-
ferences were found between upper and lower target po-
sitions, none of these effects alter the interpretations of
the major results described in the text. These additional
data analyses are reported in the Appendix. Note that all
of the ANOVAs reported in this study were based on the
general linear model, using SPSS Version 11.0. All of

Table 1

Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors (SEs), Percentages of Errors (%), and 
Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in  Experiment 1 as a  Function of 

Eye Monitoring, Primary Modality, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Primary Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Modality Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Eye Movement Not Monitored (n = 7)

Auditory primary Auditory 703 37 7.1 806 36 13.4 103* 6.3
Tactile 666 41 3.1 668 40 3.3 2 0.2

Touch primary Tactile 568 29 2.4 646 30 1.6 78* 20.8*

Auditory 815 43 17.4 802 39 14.4 213* 23.0*

Eye Movement Monitored (n = 7)%

Auditory primary Auditory 578 38 7.7 660 47 10.5 82* 2.8
Tactile 627 28 8.5 615 25 7.5 212 21.0

Touch primary Tactile 504 18 3.0 561 23 4.0 57* 1.0
Auditory 681 54 21.0 671 53 22.6 210 1.6

Note—*p < .00625. Target side refers to whether the target appeared on the side that was expected in the primary modality

only. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t-test pairwise comparisons to correct for possible family-
wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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the data were checked for heteroskedasticity and spheric-
ity, and no corrections were required. Analysis of the RT
data revealed a main effect of spatial expectancy [F(1,12) =
34.4, p < .001] caused by the participants’ responding
more rapidly to targets presented on the expected side
(M = 589 msec) as opposed to those appearing on the un-
expected side (M = 668 msec) overall. This spatial ex-
pectancy effect was significantly larger in the primary
modality (mean unexpected 2 expected side difference
of 80 msec, p < .001 by t test pairwise comparison) than
in the secondary modality (M = 28 msec, n.s.), resulting
in an interaction between spatial expectancy and primary
modality [F(1,12) = 69.0, p < .001]. The participants re-
sponded more rapidly to targets when they occurred in
the primary modality (M = 628 msec) than in the less com-
mon secondary modality (M = 693 msec), resulting in a
main effect of primary modality [F(1,12) = 20.8, p <
.001]. The participants responded more rapidly to tactile
targets (M = 607 msec) than to auditory targets (M =
715 msec) overall,  resulting in a  main effect of target
modality [F(1,12) = 21.0, p = .001]. Finally, there was a
main effect of eye monitoring [F(1,12) = 5.4, p = .04]
caused by the unmonitored participants’ responding
more slowly than the eye-monitored participants (M =
709 msec vs.  612 msec, respectively),  but, crucially,
there were no interactions between eye monitoring and
any of the other factors [for spatial expectancy 3 eye
monitoring, F(1,12) = 1.2, p = .30; for target modality 3

eye monitoring, F(1,12) = 2.5, p = .14; F < 1 for all other
terms involving the eye-monitoring factor], showing that
overt orienting cannot account for the expectancy effects
reported here. None of the other terms in the RT analy-
sis reached significance [for target modality 3 spatial
expectancy, F(1,12) = 1.0, p = .33; for spatial expectancy
3 primary modality 3 target modality, F(1,12) = 2.2,
p = .16; F < 1 for all other terms].

A similar ANOVA on the accuracy data revealed a
main effect of primary modality [F(1,12) = 6.6, p < .05],
with participants making fewer errors to targets in the
primary modality (M = 6.2%) than to targets in the sec-
ondary modality (M = 12.2%). There was also a main ef-
fect of target modality [F(1,12) = 16.1, p = .002] caused
by the participants’ making more errors in response to
auditory targets (M = 14.3%) than in response to tactile
targets (M = 4.2%) overall. The participants also made
more errors in response to targets presented on the side
that was unexpected for the primary modality (M =
7.4%) than on the expected side (M = 5.1%), resulting in
a significant interaction between primary modality and
spatial expectancy [F(1,12) = 5.2, p = .04]. This result
rules out a potential criterion-shifting account for these
RT effects (see, e.g., Duncan, 1980; Spence & Driver,
1997c). There was no main effect of eye monitoring
[F(1,12) = 0.4, n.s.] and no interaction between eye mon-
itoring and any of the other factors [for primary modal-
ity 3 eye monitoring, F(1,12) = 1.2, p = .30; for eye
monitoring 3 target modality 3 spatial expectancy 3

primary modality, F(1,12) = 2.8, p = .12; F < 1 for all
other terms involving the eye-monitoring factor]. None
of the other error terms in the analysis of the error data
reached significance [for spatial expectancy, F(1,12) =
1.1, p = .31; for target modality 3 spatial expectancy,
F(1,12) = 1.5, p = .24; for primary modality 3 target
modality, F(1,12) = 2.4, p = .15; for target modality 3

spatial expectancy 3 primary modality, F(1,12) = 2.1,
p = .18; F < 1 for all other terms].

Discussion
In Experiment 1, we examined whether there was any

natural tendency for endogenous spatial attention to shift
together in audition and touch. The results clearly demon-
strate that when participants have a strong spatial ex-
pectancy about target location in one modality (i.e., the
more common primary modality), their endogenous spa-
tial attention shifted to that side only within the primary
modality, and not within the secondary modality (see
Figure 2). That is, there was no evidence that attention in
the secondary modality shifted in the same direction as
that of the primary modality. If anything, there was a
slight trend in the opposite direction—that is, for atten-
tion in the secondary modality to shift in the direction
opposite that of the primary modality (i.e., to the side on
which targets in the secondary modality were actually
more likely to occur).1

These results would appear to demonstrate that there
is more independence between endogenous auditory and
tactile spatial attention than has been shown previously
for crossmodal links in either audiovisual (Spence &
Driver, 1996) or visuotactile (Spence, Pavani, & Driver,
2000) attention, in which a shift  in one modality has
been shown to lead to a concomitant shift of attention in
the other modality in the same direction. In fact, the re-
sults of Experiment 1 suggest that people are able to se-

Figure 2. Mean spatial expectancy effects on reaction time, av-
eraged across the eye-monitoring factor, for Experiments 1A

(touch primary) and 1B (auditory primary). White bars show ef-
fects for auditory targets, striped bars those for tactile targets. Av-

erage expectancy effects in error rates are shown in parentheses.
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lectively direct (and sustain) their spatial auditory or 
tactile attention to one side or the other with no effect 
on the spatial distribution of attention in the other modal-
ity. These results are inconsistent with a purely supra-
modal account of crossmodal links in attention (see, e.g.,
Farah, Wong, Monheit, & Morrow, 1989; Robin & Rizzo,
1989). According to the supramodal account, the pro-
cessing of all sensory information at an attended loca-
tion should be facilitated, and not just for the primary
modality, as is shown here. Instead, our results are more
consistent with the modality-specific resource account
of attention, according to which attention can be directed
independently for each modality (see, e.g.,  Bushara
et al., 1999; Duncan et al., 1997; Wickens, 1980, 1984,
1992).

At first glance, our results would also appear to be in-
consistent with the results of Hötting et al.’s (2002) re-
cent ERP study of crossmodal links in sustained en-
dogenous spatial attention between audition and touch.
The participants in their study were presented with
streams of auditory and tactile stimuli that came equi-
probably from either side of f ixation in either modality.
The participants were instructed to attend to one side in
just one modality on a block-by-block basis, and to de-
tect the infrequent deviant target stimuli presented on
that side in one modality and ignore all other standard
(more frequent) and deviant stimuli presented from ei-
ther side in the other modality. Analysis of the ERP data
revealed that a sustained endogenous shift of just audi-
tory attention to one side resulted in a significant en-
hancement of just both early and late auditory ERPs, and
that a shift of tactile spatial attention resulted in a signif-
icant enhancement of both early and late somatosensory
ERPs to stimuli in the attended modality on the attended
(in comparison with the unattended) side. More impor-
tantly, their study also found smaller but still significant
enhancements of early ERPs in response to stimuli pre-
sented in the “unattended” modality, thus providing
electrophysiological evidence for the existence of cross-
modal links in endogenous spatial attention between au-
dition and touch. Similar evidence for crossmodal links
in endogenous spatial attention from touch to audition
have also been reported by Eimer and colleagues using
both blocked-cuing (Eimer et al., 2002) and trial-by-trial
cuing designs (Eimer, Cockburn, Smedley, & Driver,
2001). 

It is important to note, however, that the participants
in Hötting et al.’s (2002) study had no strategic reason
not to shift their attention in the unattended modality in
the same direction as for the attended modality, since no
response was ever made to any of the stimuli in the “un-
attended” modality. What’s more, the stimuli in Hötting
et al.’s study were equally likely to be presented from ei-
ther side. This contrasts with the procedure of the pres-
ent study, in which targets in the secondary modality
were actually weighted so as to be more likely to appear
on the opposite side as targets in the primary modality.

Consequently, our participants had a strategic reason not
to shift their attention in the secondary modality in the
direction in which their attention shifted in the primary
modality. They were also verbally instructed to try not to
shift their spatial attention in the secondary modality.
Therefore, whereas Hötting et al.’s results may demon-
strate the existence of some crossmodal links in spatial
attention between audition and touch, they do not distin-
guish whether such links are obligatory or merely op-
tional (see Eimer, in press, and the General Discussion
section on this point). Moreover, in another recent ERP
study, Eimer et al. (2002) reported that people can dis-
engage their tactile attention when touch is completely
irrelevant to the task and they are required only to direct
their auditory attention to one side or another. Therefore,
whereas there is some disagreement between the ERP
studies reported by Hötting et al. and Eimer et al. (2002),
the results of the latter are entirely consistent with the
behavioral results reported in the present experiment.
The results of Experiment 1 therefore support the view
that when it is detrimental to performance (i.e., when the
stimulus probabilities/experimenter’s instructions are
weighted against it), people can prevent a shift of atten-
tion in the secondary modality in the direction of a shift
in the primary modality. Our results also suggest that the
crossmodal links in spatial attention between audition
and touch reported in Hötting et al.’s ERP study are, in
some sense, optional, in that attention to one modality
can be directed to a particular location in space, without
this having any necessary consequences for the spatial
distribution of attention in the other modality (see also
Eimer et al., 2002, on this point). It should also be noted
that the present study provides the first robust data re-
garding the behavioral consequences of such crossmodal
links in attention, as the previous studies focused primar-
ily on just electrophysiological measures of perception.
We further assess the nature of the links in sustained en-
dogenous spatial attention between these two modalities
in the following experiments. 

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we examined whether people could
separate their auditory and tactile endogenous spatial at-
tention when equally strong but opposite spatial expectan-
cies were applied within each modality. This is a stronger
test of the modality-specific nature of attentional resources
than that presented in Experiment 1 (or in the studies of
Eimer et al., 2001; Eimer et al., 2002; and Hötting et al.,
2002). The experimental paradigm adopted was similar
to that used by Spence and Driver (1996, Experiment 7)
in their audiovisual studies. The likely target side was
again blocked for each modality, as in Experiment 1, ex-
cept that the targets were now equally likely to appear in
either modality, rather than one modality being primary.
In some blocks of trials, both auditory and tactile targets
were more likely (83% of all trials) to be on a common
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side—for example, on the left. In other same-side
blocks, both were more likely to be on the right, and in
either case the participants were verbally informed of
these probabilities in advance (as in Experiment 1). By
comparing performance for targets on the likely versus
the unlikely side within these same-side blocks, we were
able to examine whether judgments were better on the
expected side for each modality, as if people could shift
and sustain attention independently to the same location
in both modalities (see, e.g., Posner et al., 1978).

On additional blocks of trials, tactile and auditory tar-
gets were both more likely (83% of all  trials for each
modality) to be on opposite sides (i.e., throughout a
block tactile targets were more commonly on the left and
auditory targets on the right, or vice versa). Comparing
performance on expected and unexpected sides within
each modality for these different-sides blocks provides a
measure of whether participants can spatially separate
endogenous auditory and tactile attention. Moreover,
comparing the size of any spatial effects in the different-
sides blocks to those reported for the same-side blocks
provides a measure of whether attempting to endoge-
nously “split” auditory and tactile spatial attention re-
duces efficiency. The modality-specific resource account
predicts that there should be no reduction in efficiency in
the different-side blocks in comparison with the same-
side blocks, because if there are independent attentional
systems for each modality, then it should be no more dif-
ficult to direct them to different sides, than to the same
side of space (cf. Eimer, 1999).

Method
Participants . Forty-two participants took part in this experi-

ment. Their ages ranged from 21 to 47 years, with a mean of 32
years, and all were right-handed by self-report. All were naive as to

the purpose of the experiment, and none had taken part in the pre-

vious experiment. The experiment took approximately 60 min to
complete. All the participants reported normal touch and hearing.

Eye movements were monitored for 21 of the participants.
Apparatus and Materials . These were exactly as in Experi-

ment 1.

Design . The blocks alternated between targets expected on the
same side (either left or right) for both audition and touch, and tar-

gets expected on different sides for each modality (i.e., audition on
the left, touch on the right, or vice versa). Twenty-one of the par-

ticipants started with a same-side block, whereas the remainder
began with a different-sides block. The specific expected side for

targets in each modality changed across blocks (i.e., the first par-

ticipant started with the expected target side on the left for the first
block, the second participant started with it on the right, etc.) and

was counterbalanced within each participant’s experimental ses-
sion. There were two blocks of 48 practice trials, followed by eight

blocks of 96 experimental trials. 

Procedure. This was similar to that of the previous experiment,
with the following exceptions. Targets appeared on the expected

side for each modality on 83% of the trials within a block and on
the unexpected side for that modality on the remaining 17% of the

trials. For half of the blocks, at the start of the block a common side
was specified verbally as most likely for each modality (i.e., both

auditory and tactile targets were more likely on the right, or both

were more likely on the left). For the remaining blocks, opposite

sides were specif ied as more likely for the two modalities (i.e., au-

ditory targets were more likely on the left and tactile targets on the

right, or vice versa). Each modality was equally likely to be more
probable toward the left or toward the right of the participant across

blocks, for both same-side and different-sides blocks. 
At the beginning of each block of trials the participants were ver-

bally instructed to direct their tactile and auditory attention in spe-

cific directions throughout the block, while maintaining central fix-
ation. In the same-side blocks, the instruction was to concentrate

both their “tactile”  and “auditory”  attention on the single specified
side on which targets were more likely for both modalities, whereas

in the different-sides blocks the participants were instructed to at-
tend audition on one particular side and to attend touch on the op-

posite side, in accordance with the target probabilities for that

block. These instructions were equally valid for both auditory and
tactile targets and on both same-side and different-sides blocks. In

all cases, 83% of the targets were on the specified side for that
modality, with only 17% of the trials contradicting the expectation.

Note that the expectations concerning target side should not bias

the up–down choice response, as target elevation was equally un-
predictable in all cases.

Results
Fewer than 14% of the trials were removed due to ex-

cessive eye movements (or blink artifacts), and fewer
than 1.5% were removed overall due to no response
made within 1,500 msec of target onset. The interpartic-
ipant mean RTs (after these exclusions), together with
the corresponding error rates for all trials, and the mean
spatial expectancy effects are shown in Table 2 as a func-
tion of block type, target modality, spatial expectancy,
and whether or not eye position was monitored. The
mean expectancy effects are also summarized in Fig-
ure 3, pooled across the eye-monitoring factor.

The data were analyzed using a mixed ANOVA, with
the between-participants factor of eye monitoring (2)
and three within-participants factors [block type (2:
same-side vs. different-sides) 3 target modality (2: audi-
tory vs. tactile) 3 spatial expectancy (2)]. The analysis
of the RT data revealed that the participants responded
more rapidly to targets appearing on the expected side
(M = 611 msec) than to those appearing on the unexpected
side (M = 659 msec) overall, resulting in a main effect of
spatial expectancy [F(1,40) = 127.1, p < .001]. There was
also a significant main effect of block type [F(1,40) =
6.7, p = .01] caused by the participants’ responding sig-
nificantly more rapidly to targets in the different-sides
blocks (M = 630 msec) than to targets in the same-side
blocks (M = 640 msec). We discuss this f inding, which
also occurred in Experiment 3, after that experiment.
The interaction between block type and spatial expectancy
was significant [F(1,40) = 20.6, p < .001], showing that
spatial expectancy effects were significantly greater for
the same-side blocks (mean expectancy effect of 59 msec,
p < .001 by t test) than for the different-sides blocks (M =
36 msec, p < .001), in contradiction of the modality-
specific resource account. The participants responded
more rapidly to tactile targets (M = 584 msec) than to au-
ditory targets (M = 686 msec) overall, leading to a main
effect of target modality [F(1,40) = 118.2, p = .001].
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There was also an interaction between target modality
and spatial expectancy [F(1,40) = 20.1, p < .001], with
larger expectancy effects reported for auditory targets
(M = 63 msec) than for tactile targets (M = 53 msec)
overall.

There was a main effect of eye monitoring [F(1,40) =
7.3, p = .01], with eye-monitored participants responding
more rapidly than unmonitored participants overall (M =
598 msec vs. 671 msec, respectively). There was also a sig-
nificant three-way interaction between block type, spa-
tial expectancy, and eye monitoring [F(1,40) = 5.1, p <
.05], which was attributable to greater spatial expectancy
effects reported for same-side blocks (vs. different-sides
blocks) in the unmonitored participants (M = 72 vs.
37 msec, respectively) than in the eye-monitored partic-
ipants (M = 47 vs. 35 msec, respectively). Note that al-
though there was no significant difference in the magni-
tude of spatial expectancy effects between the same-side
and different-sides blocks for the eye-monitored partic-
ipants in this analysis of the RT data, significant differ-
ences between these block types were revealed in the
analysis of the error data (see below). There was no inter-
action between eye monitoring and spatial expectancy
[F(1,40) = 2.6, p = .11, although mean expectancy ef-
fects were numerically somewhat larger for the unmoni-
tored group (54 msec) than for the eye-monitored group
(41 msec)] nor for any of the other terms involving the
eye-monitoring factor [for block type 3 eye monitoring,
F(1,40) = 1.3, p = .26; for block type 3 target modality 3

eye monitoring, F(1,40) = 1.3, p = .26; F < 1 for all other
terms involving the eye-monitoring factor]. Therefore,
any expectancy effects cannot be accounted for in terms of
overt orienting toward the expected side, since clear spa-
tial effects were found within both the eye-monitored
and -unmonitored participants. When averaged over the
eye-monitoring factor (see Figure 3), the mean expectancy

effects were significant for both modalities in both the
same-side and different-sides blocks (all ps < .01, includ-
ing the 16 msec effect for tactile stimuli in the different-
sides blocks). Finally, there was a borderline significant
interaction between target modality, spatial expectancy,
and block type [F(1,40) = 3.8, p = .06], reflecting the fact
that the largest expectancy effects were reported for au-
ditory targets in the same-side blocks and the smallest
were reported for tactile targets in the different-sides
blocks (see Figure 3). None of the other terms in the
analysis of the RT data reached significance (F < 1 for
all other terms).

A similar analysis of the error data revealed a main ef-
fect of target modality [F(1,40) = 74.2, p < .001] caused

Figure 3. Mean spatial expectancy effects on reaction time,

averaged across the eye-monitoring factor, for same-side and
different-sides blocks in Experiment 2. White bars show effects

for auditory targets, striped bars those for tactile targets. Aver-
age expectancy effects in error rate are shown in parentheses.

Table 2

Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors, Percentages of Errors (%), and 
Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in  Experiment 2 as a  Function of 

Eye Monitoring, Block Type, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Block Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Type Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Eye Movement Not Monitored (n = 21)

Same side Auditory 693 23 1.7 775 31 21.0 82* 19.3*

Different sides 688 23 14.0 744 29 22.0 56* 7.0*

Same side Tactile 593 19 2.5 654 22 13.8 61* 11.3*

Different sides 603 20 1.6 621 22 2.3 18 0.7

Eye Movement Monitored (n = 21)

Same side Auditory 621 19 10.2 675 21 15.6 54* 5.4
Different sides 617 18 9.7 673 24 11.2 56* 1.5

Same side Tactile 535 14 4.8 573 16 1.4 38* 23.4

Different sides 538 14 2.5 552 14 2.5 14 0

Note—*p < .00125. Target side refers to whether the target appeared on the side that was expected for each individual tar-
get modality. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t test pairwise comparisons to correct for

possible family-wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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by the participants’ making more errors in response to
auditory targets (M = 13.2%) than to tactile targets (M =
3.9%) overall, as in Experiment 1. The main effect of
spatial expectancy also reached significance [F(1,40) =
46.1, p < .001], reflecting the fact that the participants
made more errors on the unexpected (M = 11.2%) than
on the expected (M = 5.9%) target side. Spatial ex-
pectancy effects were larger for the same-side blocks
(mean difference in percentage of errors between unex-
pected and expected trials = 8.1%), than for the different-
sides blocks (mean difference = 2.5%), resulting in an
interaction between block type and spatial expectancy
[F(1,40) = 18.5, p < .001]. Both the main effect of the
eye-monitoring factor [F(1,40) = 3.1, p = .08] and its
interaction with block type [F(1,40) = 3.7, p = .06] ap-
proached significance, which is attributable to the fact
that the eye-monitored participants made fewer errors on
different-sides blocks than did the unmonitored partici-
pants (M = 6.5% and 10.0%, respectively), whereas there
was less difference between the groups for the same-side
blocks (M = 8.0% and 9.8%, respectively). There was
also a significant four-way interaction [F(1,40) = 5.0,
p = .03], reflecting the fact that the highest proportion of
errors was recorded in response to auditory targets pre-
sented on the unexpected side in the same-side blocks
for the unmonitored participants (see Table 2). There is
no obvious explanation for this interaction term, and so
it is not discussed further here. None of the other terms
in the analysis of the error data reached significance [for
block type, F(1,40) = 2.1, p = .16; for target modality 3

spatial expectancy, F(1,40) = 1.2, p = .27; F < 1 for all
other terms].

The results of Experiment 2 show that spatially sepa-
rating auditory and tactile attention led to smaller spatial
expectancy effects for targets in both modalities: For tac-
tile targets, expectancy effects were reduced in terms of
both the response latency data (M = 50 msec on same-
side vs.  16 msec on different-sides blocks, p < .001,
paired-samples t test) and the error data (M = 3.9% on
same-side vs. 0.3% on different-sides blocks, p < .05).
For auditory targets, mean expectancy effects were sig-
nificantly reduced in the error data (M = 12.3% on same-
side vs. 4.7% on different-sides blocks, p < .001, paired-
samples t test), but the similar trend in the RT data [M =
69 msec on same-side blocks vs. 56 msec on different-
sides blocks; t(41) = 1.43, p = .16] failed to reach statis-
tical signif icance. Visual inspection of the mean ex-
pectancy effects column of Table 2 suggests that the
latter trend in the data might reflect the combination of
a significant reduction in the spatial expectancy effect
for auditory targets in the non–eye-movement monitored
participant group (mean reduction of 26 msec), together
with no significant difference for the eye-movement
monitored group (mean reduction of 21 msec). How-
ever, further analysis revealed that this reduction in the
spatial expectancy effect still failed to reach significance
when just the unmonitored participants were analyzed

separately [t(20) = 1.82, p = .08], thus supporting the
conclusions based on the overall group data. Our results
therefore suggest that the cost of dividing attention
across different locations is more pronounced for tactile
targets than for auditory targets (since this cost was evi-
dent in both the RT and the error data for tactile targets,
but only in the error data for auditory targets). However,
such an interpretation is complicated somewhat by the
pattern of results in the error analysis, since the drop in
spatial expectancy effects in terms of errors was numer-
ically larger for auditory targets (same-side 2 different-
sides difference of 7.6%) than for tactile targets (M =
3.6%). A subsequent analysis of the data in terms of in-
verse efficiency, a performance measure that combines
RT and error data into a single term (where inverse effi-
ciency equals average response time divided by propor-
tion correct for each condition; see Spence, Kingstone,
Shore, & Gazzaniga, 2001; Townsend & Ashby, 1983),
revealed that this reduction in the magnitude of spatial
expectancy effects for the different-sides blocks in com-
parison with those of the same-side blocks was still sig-
nificantly greater for tactile targets than for auditory tar-
gets [t(41) = 2.7, p =. 01] when assessed in terms of this
combined response measure.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate for the first

time that people can shift and sustain both their auditory
and tactile endogenous spatial attention in the same di-
rection simultaneously, and also that they can direct at-
tention in the two different modalities to opposite sides
under suitable conditions (i.e., when the stimulus proba-
bilities and experimenter instructions strongly favor
such a division of attention). The finding that significant
spatial expectancy effects were reported in both the
same-side and different-sides blocks for targets in both
modalities is inconsistent with the supramodal atten-
tional hypothesis (see, e.g., Farah et al., 1989; Robin &
Rizzo, 1989), which predicts that people should not be
able to direct their auditory and tactile attention to dif-
ferent locations simultaneously. However, the fact that
the mean expectancy effects were significantly smaller
in the different-sides blocks than in the same-side blocks
for both auditory and tactile targets is also inconsistent
with the modality-specific resource view of attention
(see, e.g.,  Bushara et al.,  1999; Duncan et al.,  1997;
Wickens, 1980, 1984, 1992). If the attentional systems
for the two modalities were independent, the participants
should have found it no more difficult (i.e., no less effi-
cient) to direct their attention to different locations in the
two modalities than to direct it to the same location.

Instead, the results of Experiment 2 support the view
that people find it difficult to “split” their auditory and
tactile attention to different sides simultaneously (i.e.,
that directing auditory and tactile attention to different
sides is less efficient than directing it to the same side).
These findings are entirely consistent with our previous
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findings regarding the nature of crossmodal links in en-
dogenous spatial attention between the auditory and vi-
sual modalities (Spence & Driver, 1996) and between the
visual and tactile modalities (Spence, Pavani, & Driver,
2000). The results of the first two experiments reported
here are compatible with the “separable-but-linked”
view of crossmodal links in endogenous spatial attention
(Spence & Driver,  1996). According to this account,
there are separate endogenous attentional systems for
audition and touch, but there are also some crossmodal
links between the modalities that make it difficult to di-
rect attention in the two modalities to different locations,
but allow them to be separated, to some extent, under
certain conditions (though see also Eimer, 1999, in
press).

Given that the results of Experiment 2 show that par-
ticipants can direct and sustain their auditory and tactile
endogenous spatial attention on different sides of space
simultaneously, one might wonder why the participants
in Experiment 1 did not also direct their attention in the
secondary modality to the side opposite that on which
their attention was focused in the primary modality (and
where targets in the secondary modality were more likely
to be). We believe that two factors will have contributed
to this result: First, the fact that the targets in the sec-
ondary modality were far less likely than those in the pri-
mary modality in the previous experiment, and, second,
that we explicitly instructed our participants to try to
leave their attention in the secondary modality spatially
diffuse. We believe that these factors will have given our
participants sufficient reason not to attempt to shift their
attention in the secondary modality in Experiment 1.
Taken together, the results of the first two experiments
show that people can shift and sustain their attention in
one sensory modality without it having any necessary
consequences for attention in the other modality, but that
people find it harder to maintain spatial expectancies on
different sides in the two modalities in comparison with
directing and sustaining them on the same side.

EXPERIMENT 3

In our f inal experiment, we investigated whether au-
diotactile spatial attention operates within a high-level
representation of external space that takes account of
current posture, as has been suggested previously to ex-
plain crossmodal links in attention between vision and
touch (see Driver & Spence, 1998c; Eimer et al., 2001)
and between vision and audition (see Spence & Driver,
1998). According to this account, the limitation on peo-
ple’s ability to attend to stimuli in the different-sides
blocks of Experiment 2 depends on whether or not the
stimuli in the two modalities are expected in the same lo-
cation in external space, with it being difficult to main-
tain spatial expectancies whenever stimuli are expected
in different locations in the two modalities (i.e., as in the
different-sides blocks of Experiment 2). However, an al-

ternative account of the different-sides deficit in Exper-
iment 2 might be that attentional restrictions reflect
some low-level f ixed-mapping between the senses, such
that participants always find it difficult to direct their au-
ditory attention to the left hemifield and their tactile at-
tention to their right hand, irrespective of where the right
hand happens to be positioned in external space (see
Eimer et al., 2001). Note that a f ixed-mapping account
cannot simply reflect the initial hemispheric projections
of the stimuli in the two modalities (as has been postu-
lated to account for visual–tactile links in endogenous
covert spatial attention; see Spence, Pavani, & Driver,
2000), because free-f ield auditory stimuli are known to
project bilaterally to both cerebral hemispheres (see,
e.g., Kelly, 1991).

These two accounts of crossmodal links in spatial at-
tention make very different predictions regarding the ef-
fect of crossing the hands on spatial expectancy effects.
With the hands crossed, the left hand is coded as being
on the same side as the right auditory field, and likewise
for the right hand and left auditory field. If attention op-
erates on an internal representation of external space,
then changing the posture should have no effect on the
pattern of spatial expectancy effects observed (and least
when the same side and different sides are coded with
respect to the external spatial locations of expected stim-
uli in each modality). By contrast, if some fixed map-
ping exists between the senses, the pattern of expectancy
effects for same-side and different-sides blocks should
be reversed when the hands are crossed (since expecting
tactile targets to the left  hand and sounds in the right
hemifield, which led to small spatial expectancy effects
in the different-sides blocks of Experiment 2, would now
lead to small expectancy effects in the same-side blocks
of Experiment 3, because of the way in which the condi-
tions are coded). Finally, if crossing the hands leads only
to a partial remapping of audiotactile space, then an in-
termediate result would be expected—that is,  there
would be significant changes in the pattern of spatial ex-
pectancy effects from those reported in Experiment 2,
but the different-sides blocks would not necessarily lead
to larger spatial expectancy effects than the same-side
blocks in this experiment.

Method
Participants. Thirty-eight participants (24 women and 14 men)

with a mean age of 31 years and a range of 21–54 years, took part

in this experiment. All were right-handed by self-report, and none
had taken part in either of the preceding experiments. All the par-

ticipants reported normal touch and hearing. Eye movements were

monitored for 19 of the participants.
Apparatus, Materials, Design, and Procedure. These were as

in Experiment 2, with the one exception that the participants now
crossed their hands throughout each experimental block (see Fig-

ure 4). Accordingly, they grasped the right cube between the fore-

finger and thumb of the left hand, and the left cube between the
forefinger and thumb of the right hand, at the same eccentricity as

before. As in Experiment 2, at the beginning of each block of trials
the participants were verbally instructed to direct their tactile and
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auditory attention in specif ic external directions (i.e., attend touch
on the right side and audition on the left side, or vice versa)

throughout the block, because the corresponding target modality
was much more likely on a particular side in external space.

Results
Ten percent of the trials were removed due to exces-

sive eye movements (or blink artifacts) for those partic-
ipants whose eye movements were monitored, and fewer
than 1.3% of all trials were removed because no response
was made within 1,500 msec of target onset. The inter-
participant mean RTs (after these exclusions), together
with the corresponding error rates for all trials, and the
mean spatial expectancy effects are shown in Table 3 as
a function of block type, target modality, and expectancy,
as a function of the eye-monitoring factor.  The mean
spatial expectancy effects are also summarized in Fig-
ure 5, pooled across the eye-monitoring factor. The data
were analyzed using a mixed ANOVA, with the between-
participants factor of eye monitoring (2) and three
within-participants factors [block type (2: same side vs.
different sides) 3 target modality (2: auditory vs. tac-
tile) 3 spatial expectancy (2)]. Note that in the present

analysis, the levels of the block-type factor are consid-
ered in terms of the external location from which stim-
uli were expected (i.e., the same-side blocks comprised
targets expected on the left hand and in the right f ield for
audition, or on the right hand and left  auditory f ield,
since the hands were now crossed).

The analysis of the RT data revealed a main effect of
spatial expectancy [F(1,36) = 84.4, p < .001] caused by the
participants’ responding more rapidly to targets appear-
ing on the expected side (M = 608 msec) than to those
appearing on the unexpected side (M = 650 msec). As in
Experiment 2, RTs were faster overall for the different-
sides blocks (M = 622 msec) than for the same-side
blocks (M = 636 msec), resulting in a  main effect of
block type [F(1,36) = 9.4, p = .004]. There was also an
interaction between block type and spatial expectancy
[F(1,36) = 4.5, p = .04], with larger expectancy effects
reported for targets in the same-side blocks (M = 47 msec,
p < .01) than for targets in the different-sides blocks (M =
36 msec, p < .001). The participants responded more
rapidly to tactile targets (M = 597 msec) than to auditory
targets (M = 675 msec) overall, resulting in a main effect
of target modality [F(1,36) = 90.9, p < .001]. The inter-

Figure 4. Schematic view of the apparatus and the participant’s position in Experi-
ment 3. The only change in comparison with Experiment 2 (Figure 1) was that the par-

ticipant’s hands were now held in a crossed posture throughout every block of trials.
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action between target modality and spatial expectancy
was also significant [F(1,36) = 8.8, p = .005], with larger
spatial expectancy effects reported for auditory targets
(M = 50 msec, p < .001) than for tactile targets (M =
33 msec, p < .001), as in the previous experiment. 

The analysis of the RT data also revealed a main effect
of eye monitoring [F(1,36) = 18.1, p < .001], with the
unmonitored participants responding more rapidly than
the eye-monitored participants (569 vs.  689 msec,
respectively—the opposite pattern to that found in the
previous two experiments). The interaction between eye
monitoring and block type approached significance
[F(1,36) = 3.4, p = .07], reflecting the fact that the eye-
monitored participants tended to respond more slowly
than the unmonitored participants to stimuli in same-side
blocks (M = 700 msec and 572 msec, respectively) than
in different-sides blocks (M = 677 msec and 566 msec,
respectively). Note, however, that there were no interac-
tions with eye monitoring involving the critical spatial
expectancy factor [for eye monitoring 3 spatial ex-
pectancy, F(1,36) < 1, n.s.;  for target modality 3 eye
monitoring, F(1,36) = 2.3, p = .14; for block type 3 target
modality 3 eye monitoring, F(1,36) = 1.2, p = .28; for
eye monitoring 3 target modality 3 spatial expectancy,
F(1,36) = 2.2, p = .15; F < 1 for all other terms involving
the eye-monitoring factor]. In fact, spatial expectancy ef-
fects were, if anything, numerically larger for the eye-
monitored group than for the unmonitored group in both
the different-sides (M = 41 msec and 31 msec, respec-
tively) and same-side (M = 48 msec and 47 msec, respec-
tively) blocks, showing that they cannot be accounted for
in terms of overt orienting. None of the other terms in
the RT analysis reached significance (F < 1 for all other
terms).

A similar analysis of the error data revealed a main ef-
fect of target modality [F(1,36) = 51.9, p < .001] caused
by the participants’ making more errors in response to

auditory targets (M = 11.1%) than in response to tactile
targets (M = 2.5%) overall, as in the two previous exper-
iments. The interaction between target modality and spa-
tial expectancy was also significant [F(1,36) = 13.1, p =
.001], revealing a significant spatial expectancy effect for
auditory targets (M = 3.7%, p < .001) but not for tactile
targets (M = 0.2%, n.s.; see Figure 5). The main effect of
eye monitoring was borderline significant [F(1,36) =
3.6, p = .07], as was the interaction between eye moni-
toring and target modality [F(1,36) = 4.0, p = .054], re-
flecting the fact that the eye-monitored participants
tended to make more errors than the unmonitored partic-
ipants, especially in response to auditory targets (M =

Figure 5. Mean spatial expectancy effects on reaction time,
averaged across the eye-monitoring factor, for same-side and

different-sides blocks in Experiment 3. “Same side” and “dif-
ferent sides” refer to  whether the expected tactile and auditory

stimuli appeared on the same side or on different sides of exter-
nal space. White bars show effects for auditory targets, striped

bars those for tactile targets. Average expectancy effects in error
rates are shown in parentheses.

Table 3
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors, Percentages of Errors (%), and 

Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in  Experiment 3 as a Function of 
Eye Monitoring, Block Type, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Block Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Type Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Eye Movement Not Monitored (n = 19)

Same side Auditory 585 24 6.8 633 26 11.3 48† 4.5
Different sides 588 21 6.5 626 26 9.5 38† 3.0

Same side Tactile 512 18 1.9 558 87 2.6 46† 0.7
Different sides 514 16 2.1 537 16 2.5 23* 0.4

Eye Movement Monitored (n = 19)

Same side Auditory 726 25 11.0 787 32 15.9 61* 4.9

Different sides 702 24 12.7 756 24 15.0 54† 2.3

Same side Tactile 626 17 3.0 661 20 2.3 35† 20.7
Different sides 612 15 2.5 639 20 2.8 27* 0.3

*p < .00625. †p < .00125. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t test pairwise comparisons

to correct for possible family-wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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13.7% and 8.5%, respectively) in comparison with tac-
tile targets (M = 2.7% and 2.3%, respectively). The eye-
monitoring factor did not interact with any of the other
factors in the error analysis (all  Fs < 1).  None of the
other terms in the analysis of the error data reached sta-
tistical significance [for block type 3 spatial expectancy,
F(1,36) = 1.1, p = .31; for block type 3 target modality 3

spatial expectancy, F(1,36) = 1.5, p = .23; F < 1 for all
other terms].

Discussion
Significantly larger spatial expectancy effects were re-

ported for targets in the same-side blocks than for targets
in the different-sides blocks, just as in the previous ex-
periment. The similarity of the results across these two
experiments (cf. Figures 3 and 5) supports the view that
attention operates on a representation of external space
that is fully updated (or remapped) as posture changes.2

Our results are clearly inconsistent with the fixed-mapping
account of crossmodal links in audiotactile attention,
which predicted a reversal of the same-side and different-
sides expectancy effects when the hands were crossed.
In a related study, Eimer et al. (2001) also found that if
endogenous tactile spatial attention was shifted to either
the left or the right hand when the hands were crossed over
the midline, then auditory attention would follow to the
same (correct) external location, as demonstrated by an
enhanced negativity overlapping with the N1 component
for irrelevant auditory stimuli (presented by the attended
as opposed to the unattended hand), as well as enhanced
negativities beyond 200 msec. Eimer et al.’s (2001) find-
ings therefore provide converging ERP evidence for a
remapping of audiotactile space when the hands are
crossed over the midline. The present results go beyond
Eimer et al.’s (2001) findings by highlighting for the first
time the behavioral consequences of such crossmodal
links in spatial attention when posture changes. 

Another interesting result to emerge from the analyses
of both Experiments 2 and 3 was that response latencies
were slower overall in the same-side blocks than in the
different-sides blocks. Given that the magnitude of spa-
tial expectancy effects was actually significantly larger
in the same-side blocks than in the different-sides blocks,
these findings suggest that spatial expectancy effects may
reflect the consequences of the inhibition of responses to
stimuli at unexpected locations, rather than the facilita-
tion of responses to stimuli at the cued (or expected) lo-
cation. A very similar pattern of results was also reported
in our previous studies of crossmodal links in endogenous
spatial attention (Spence & Driver, 1996; Spence, Pavani,
& Driver, 2000, Spence, Shore, & Klein, 2001), as well as
in a number of other unimodal studies of spatial attention
(e.g., Dai, Scharf, & Buus, 1991; Gawryszewski, Riggio,
Rizzolatti, & Umiltà, 1987; Shiu & Pashler, 1994).

One final potentially interesting finding to emerge
from the analysis of the results of Experiment 3 was the
significant main effect of eye monitoring, reflecting the

fact that the eye-monitored participants responded more
slowly overall  than did the unmonitored participants.
This pattern of results is the reverse of that reported in
the first two experiments, in which the eye-monitored
participants actually responded significantly more
rapidly than did the unmonitored participants. It seems
likely that these between-groups differences may simply
reflect differences in the overall motivation/arousal lev-
els of the participants we happened to test in each of the
eye-monitoring groups, rather than a fundamental dif-
ference in behavior as a function of whether or not eye
position was monitored. What is perhaps more important
for present purposes (in particular with relation to ruling
out an overt orienting account of our spatial expectancy
effects) is that although there were some trends toward
differences in the magnitude of spatial expectancy ef-
fects between the two participant groups in the various
experiments, these effects never reached statistical signif-
icance and, also, differed between different experiments.
So, for example, whereas spatial expectancy effects were
numerically somewhat larger for the unmonitored group
than for the eye-monitored group in Experiment 2 (M =
54 vs. 41 msec, respectively), the reverse trend was ap-
parent for Experiment 3 (M = 39 vs. 45 msec, respectively).
When all of these results are taken together, it would ap-
pear that no simple account of our spatial expectancy ef-
fects can be put forward on the basis of whether or not
the participants’ eye position was monitored. The only
trend would seem to be that participants who responded
more slowly overall were likely to show somewhat larger
spatial expectancy effects. Nevertheless, given that other
researchers have, on occasion, also found significant dif-
ferences in attentional effects between eye-monitored
and -unmonitored participants (e.g., Jordan, Patching, &
Milner, 1998; Spence & Driver, 1997a), this is an area
that may warrant further consideration in future research.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The three experiments reported here were designed to
examine the nature of any crossmodal links in sustained
endogenous covert spatial attention between audition
and touch. In Experiment 1, we demonstrated that when
the participants had a strong spatial expectancy about
target location in one modality (the more common pri-
mary modality), their endogenous spatial attention shifted
to that side only within the primary modality and not
within the less common secondary modality. This result
suggests some degree of independence between auditory
and tactile spatial attention and contrasts with the strong
crossmodal links in endogenous spatial attention re-
ported previously both between audition and vision (e.g.,
Driver & Spence, 1994; Spence & Driver, 1996) and be-
tween vision and touch (Spence et al., 1998; Spence, Pa-
vani, & Driver, 2000). For example, in a design almost
identical to that used in Experiment 1, Spence and Driver
(1996) demonstrated that an endogenous shift of either
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auditory or visual attention leads to a concomitant shift
of attention in the other modality in the same direction
(albeit at a reduced level). Similar crossmodal links in at-
tention have been demonstrated between vision and
touch as well (Spence, Pavani, & Driver, 2000). A com-
parison of the attentional effects across all three of these
behavioral studies (see Figure 6) highlights the fact that
crossmodal links in endogenous spatial attention appear
to be stronger between vision and the other sensory
modalities (i.e., either audition or touch) than between
audition and touch.

Experiment 2 provided a further test of any cross-
modal links between audition and touch by examining
whether people can direct and sustain their endogenous
spatial attention on different sides in audition and touch
when the event probabilities within both modalities
strongly encouraged such a “splitting” of attention. The
results showed that people found it significantly easier to
sustain their auditory and tactile attention on the same

side than on different sides, which supports the existence
of some obligatory crossmodal links in endogenous spa-
tial attention between audition and touch. Once again,
these results can be compared with previous results con-
cerning audiovisual (Spence & Driver, 1996, Experi-
ment 7; see also Eimer, 1999) and visuotactile links in
endogenous spatial attention (Spence, Pavani, & Driver,
2000, Experiment 5) using the same orthogonal-cuing
paradigm (see Figure 7). The most important compari-
son for present purposes is that between the attentional
effects seen for the different-sides versus same-side
blocks for each pair of modalities. This provides a mea-
sure of the strength of any obligatory crossmodal links in
attention, with large decreases in expectancy effects in
different-sides blocks suggesting the existence of strong
crossmodal links (such that it is hard to maintain spatial
expectancies in different locations for the different modal-
ities), and small decreases suggesting relatively weak
crossmodal links. Visual inspection of Figure 7 clearly

Figure 6. Mean spatial expectancy effects on reaction time (RT) for auditory (white bars), visual

(gray bars), and tactile (striped bars) target trials as a function of the primary/secondary modality
manipulation. Average expectancy effects in error rates are shown above the associated RT effects.

Audiovisual data are from Spence and Driver (1996, Experiments 4 and 5), visuotactile data are
from Spence, Pavani, and Driver (2000, Experiment 4), and audiotactile data are from our Exper-

iment 1. The same orthogonal-cuing methodology was used in all the experiments, although, as has
already been noted in the text, the signal-to-noise ratios of the various target stimuli were not

matched, and, in contrast to  the present study, the target stimuli were actually presented from the
same two possible target positions in Spence and Driver’s (1996) and Spence, Pavani, and Driver’s

previous studies.
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shows that people find it difficult to maintain spatial ex-
pectancies in different positions for different modalities,
no matter which pair of sensory modalities is tested.

In the f inal experiment,  we investigated whether
crossmodal attentional links operate within multimodal
spatial representations that code for the current position
of stimuli in external space (Driver & Spence, 1998c;
Spence & Driver, in press), or whether, instead, they re-
flect some kind of f ixed mapping between the various
sensory modalities. We attempted to distinguish between
these two accounts by introducing a crossed-hands pos-
ture manipulation (see also Eimer et al., 2001; Kennett
et al., 2001; Kennett, Spence, & Driver, 2002; Spence,
Pavani, & Driver, 2000, for similar experimental manip-
ulations for assessing the nature of any visuotactile links
in spatial attention). Spatial expectancy effects for same-

side blocks were once again significantly greater than
those for the different-sides blocks, as they had been in
Experiment 2. This pattern of results is more consistent
with the remapping account, which predicts that the pat-
tern of expectancy effects in Experiments 2 and 3 should
have been very similar, than with the fixed-mapping ac-
count, which instead predicts a complete reversal of spatial
expectancy effects for the same-side and different-sides
blocks. We are aware of only one previous behavioral
study that has compared the uncrossed and crossed pos-
tures to address issues concerning the spatial coding re-
sponsible for auditory stimulus–response compatibility
effects,  such as the Simon effect (Simon, Hinrichs &
Craft, 1970). However, mere stimulus–response compat-
ibility cannot explain our effects, because we always en-
sured that not only the required discrimination (up–down)

Figure 7. Mean spatial expectancy effects on reaction time (RT) for auditory (white
bars), visual (gray bars), and tactile (striped bars) target trials, as a function of the

same-side/different-sides attentional manipulation. Average expectancy effects in
error rates are shown above the associated RT effects. Audiovisual data are from

Spence and Driver (1996, Experiment 7), visuotactile data are from Spence, Pavani,
and Driver (2000, Experiment 5), and audiotactile data are from our Experiment 2.

All experiments used the same orthogonal-cuing methodology. Note that the signal-
to-noise ratios of the various target stimuli were not matched, and, in  contrast to the

present study, the target stimuli were actually presented from the same two possible
target positions in Spence and Driver’s (1996) and Spence, Pavani, and Driver’s pre-

vious studies.
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but also the required responses (with the foot pedals)
was orthogonal to the lateral direction of attention that
produced the critical attentional effects. Our results are
consistent with the near-perfect remapping of visuotactile
space reported in crossed-hands studies of crossmodal
links of both endogenous and exogenous covert orienting
using the same orthogonal-cuing paradigm as that reported
here (e.g.,  Kennett et al.,  2001; Spence et al.,  1998;
Spence, Pavani, & Driver, 2000). Taken together, these
results suggest that the multisensory representation of
space is fully updated when the hands are crossed, so that
endogenous spatial attention is directed to the same (i.e.,
correct) external location to facilitate the processing of
any sensory stimuli (no matter what their modality) that
might be presented there.

ERP studies have also been used to demonstrate cross-
modal links in spatial attention between audition and vi-
sion (e.g., Eimer & Schröger, 1998; Hillyard et al., 1984;
Teder-Sälejärvi et al., 1999), vision and touch (Eimer
et al., 2001; Eimer & Driver, 2000), and, more recently,
between audition and touch as well (Eimer et al., 2001;
Eimer et al., 2002; Hötting et al., 2002). Although none
of the latter audiotactile ERP studies provided any be-
havioral evidence regarding the consequences of cross-
modal links in spatial attention between audition and
touch, they did provide the first empirical evidence of
any links between this particular pairing of sensory
modalities.  What’s more, Eimer et al. (2001) also re-
ported converging ERP evidence for a remapping of au-
diotactile space when the hands were crossed over the
midline. Endogenous auditory spatial attention was
shown to shift toward the correct external location of the
hand on which tactile attention was focused, no matter
whether the hands were uncrossed or crossed over the
midline, just as in the present experiment.

It should be noted that the results reported here con-
cern the sustained deployment of spatial attention to par-
ticular locations in specific sensory modalities. A simi-
lar sustained attention design was also used by Eimer
et al. (2002) and by Hötting et al. (2002) in their ERP
studies. In our own behavioral work, we have typically
chosen to investigate crossmodal links in endogenous
spatial attention using sustained attention designs (as
embodied by the block-by-block cuing technique). This
is because sustained attention designs appear to lead to
more robust spatial expectancy effects than when tran-
sient endogenous attention was investigated (i.e., as in-
dexed by trial-by-trial cuing paradigms; but see Posner,
Snyder, & Davidson, 1980, for contradictory results).
We have found this especially noticeable when partici-
pants are instructed to try and direct their spatial atten-
tion in opposite directions in different modalities, as in
the different-sides blocks of Experiments 2 and 3 (see
Spence & Driver, 1996, Experiments 6 and 7, for empir-
ical evidence on this point). A comparison of the recent
audiotactile ERP studies provides some evidence re-
garding possible differences between the sustained and

transient forms of attentional orienting. In Eimer et al.’s
(2001) study, attention was directed to one or other side
on a trial-by-trial basis, by means of an informative cen-
tral arrow cue, rather than on a block-by-block basis, as
in Hötting et al.’s study. Whereas Hötting et al. found that
a sustained shift of attention in either modality elicited a
small but signif icant shift  of attention in the other
modality, Eimer et al. (2001) found that although audi-
tory ERPs were affected by a transient shift of tactile at-
tention to one side or the other, there were no such con-
sequences of a transient shift of auditory attention on
ERPs to tactile stimuli. Given that some researchers of
intramodal visual and auditory selective attention have
also reported that sustained and transient attention can af-
fect ERPs differently (e.g., Eimer, 1996, 1998; Schröger,
1993; Schröger & Eimer, 1993), these results raise fur-
ther questions about the optional versus obligatory na-
ture of the links in endogenous spatial attention between
audition and touch. It remains an interesting question for
future research to determine whether behavioral links in
crossmodal spatial attention are the same for the case of
transient shifts of spatial attention as for the case of sus-
tained attention, as reported here.

The existence of crossmodal links between audition
and touch demonstrated behaviorally in the present series
of experiments and electrophysiologically by Eimer et al.
(2001; Eimer et al., 2002) and Hötting et al. (2002) is in-
consistentwith both the purely supramodal account of at-
tention (e.g., Farah et al., 1989; Robin & Rizzo, 1989) and
a purely modality-specific attentional resource account
(e.g., Bushara et al., 1999; Duncan et al., 1997; Wickens,
1980, 1984, 1992). Instead, the present results are more
consistent with the “separable-but-linked” account of
crossmodal links in endogenous attention proposed by
Spence and Driver (1996; Spence, Pavani, & Driver, 2000)
to account for both audiovisual and visuotactile links in
endogenous covert spatial attention. According to the
“separable-but-linked” account, there are separable sys-
tems for audition and touch, but spatial synergies exist
between them. As a result, covert attention can be more
efficiently applied to the same location (as in the same-
side blocks of Experiment 2) than to different locations
in the two modalities (as in the different-sides blocks of
Experiment 2). However, these crossmodal links are suf-
ficiently weak that auditory or tactile attention can be di-
rected in a particular direction while attention in the other
modality is left spatially diffuse (Experiment 1). 

The question remains as to why audiotactile links in
endogenous spatial  attention should be weaker than
those reported previously for other pairs of sensory
modalities. One factor that might help to explain these
differences relates to the relative positioning of target
stimuli in each modality. In our previous studies of au-
diovisual and visuotactile endogenous covert spatial at-
tention, the target stimuli were always presented from
exactly the same possible positions in each modality
[e.g., from loudspeakers placed above and below fixa-
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tion and from LEDs placed directly in front of the loud-
speakers (Spence & Driver, 1996), or from vibrators
placed next to the thumb and index fingers and from
lights placed directly next to the vibrators (Spence, Pa-
vani, & Driver, 2000)]. By contrast, in the present study,
due to limitations in peoples’ ability to discriminate the
elevation of auditory stimuli (see Spence & Driver, 1994),
auditory and tactile targets were presented from very dif-
ferent possible target positions: The tactile stimulators
(both upper and lower) were presented close to the lower
target loudspeakers, whereas the upper target loud-
speakers were situated by themselves (see Figures 1 and
4). Given that crossmodal attentional effects are strongest
when stimuli in different modalities are presented from
exactly the same spatial position (cf. Spence, 2001;
Spence & Driver, 1998; Ward et al., 1998; but see also
Ward, Prime, & McDonald, 2002), we thought it possi-
ble that any crossmodal links in spatial attention in the
present experiment might be less apparent for the upper
auditory targets than for lower auditory targets (because
both the upper and lower tactile stimuli were presented
from close to the lower loudspeaker cones). In order to
test this possibility, we reanalyzed the data from all three
experiments, including the additional factor of target el-
evation (upper vs. lower target position; see the Appen-
dix). Whereas these analyses revealed somewhat larger
spatial expectancy effects for lower targets than for upper
targets in Experiments 2 and 3, these differences were no
larger for auditory targets than for tactile targets. This
result argues against a spatial artifact account of why the
crossmodal links in sustained endogenous spatial atten-
tion between audition and touch should be weaker than
those between other pairs of modalities (since this would
have predicted that smaller expectancy effects should
have been reported just for upper auditory targets, which
were displaced from all of the other target stimuli). Nev-
ertheless, it will be important in future studies of cross-
modal links in audiotactile attention to consider the use
of other tasks, such as the implicit spatial discrimination
task (e.g., McDonald & Ward, 1999), to ensure that the
target stimuli are presented from exactly the same spatial
locations on either side of f ixation, while the spatial com-
ponent of the task is retained (see also Ward et al., 2002,
on the issue of paradigm convergence).

Neurophysiological considerations provide an alter-
native account for the weaker crossmodal links in en-
dogenous spatial attention between audition and touch.
In particular, research has highlighted the existence of
bimodal cells in the brain that respond to both auditory
and tactile/somatosensory stimuli in a number of brain
structures, including the superior colliculus (SC; Huerta
& Harting, 1984; Stein & Meredith, 1993), ventral pre-
motor cortex (Graziano et al., 1997), parietotemporal
cortex (Di et al., 1994), and auditory association cortex
(Schroeder, Lindsley, Specht, Marcovici, Smiley, & Javitt,
2001). Crucially, the proportion of auditory–tactile bi-
modal cells in certain structures, such as the intermediate

layers of the SC (a subcortical structure involved in the
control of orienting and/or attentive behaviors; see Rizzo-
latti, Riggio, & Sheliga, 1994; Spence & Driver, 1997a;
Stein & Meredith, 1993), is substantially lower (3% of all
cells in the cat SC) than that of either auditory–visual
(30%) or visual–somatosensory (tactile) cells (14%). Tri-
modally responsive cells are also poorly represented at 7%
(see Stein & Meredith, 1993). To the extent that covert
spatial attentional effects can be linked to this subcortical
structure, one could argue that the relative paucity of au-
diotactile cells in this or in some other attention-related
brain structure(s) may also help to explain the behavioral
results seen here (Stein & Meredith, 1993).3

It is also worth considering here Stein and Meredith’s
(1993) further suggestion that the reason for the paucity
of audiotactile bimodal cells may be that audiotactile in-
teractions play more of a functional role in early devel-
opment (that is, prior to the maturation of the visual sys-
tem) than in later life. This may be related to the fact that
whereas touch primarily informs us about events in near
space (and is involved in such things as feeding, groom-
ing, reproduction, and locomotion), audition is primarily
a distal sense (although there are some occasions when
sound is relevant for near space, as for informing us
about an insect that has landed on our back). By contrast,
vision informs us about both near and far space. It would
clearly be advantageous, then, for audition and vision
(i.e., the two distal senses) to be linked, and strong au-
diovisual links have, in fact, been shown to be crucial for
the calibration (and domination) of auditory space (see
Bertelson & de Gelder, in press, and King, in press, for
recent reviews). Similarly, the two senses that provide
the greatest information about proximal space (e.g., vi-
sion and touch) should also presumably be linked for the
coordination of manual action (see, e.g.,  Graziano &
Gross, 1996, 1998; Graziano, Gross, Taylor, & Moore, in
press), and for the calibration of touch in early develop-
ment. However, it is not so clear what functional purpose
would be served by the integration of the primarily dis-

tal auditory sense with the proximal tactile sense. These
evolutionary considerations might, therefore, also help
to explain why audiotactile multisensory interactions
may be less pronounced than they are for other pairings
of modalities.4 Whatever the reason(s) ultimately turn
out to be, the point remains that further investigation of
the nature of the crossmodal links in endogenous spatial
attention (both transient and sustained) between audition
and touch, and their comparison with the links between
other pairs of modalities, clearly represents an interest-
ing as well as an important area for future research.
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NOTES

1. Given that expectancy effects are calculated with respect to spatial

expectancy for the primary modality in Experiment 1, negative ex-
pectancy effects here reflect a shift of attention away from the direction

expected in the primary modality (which is actually the direction in which
the majority of the less likely targets in the secondary modality occur).

2. A between-experiments analysis of the data from Experiments 2
and 3 confirmed that crossing the hands had little effect on the pattern

of spatial expectancy effects reported. The combined analysis had all
the factors of the original analyses, but also included experiment (2 vs.

3) as an additional between-participants factor. The analyses revealed
no main effect of experiment in terms of the RT data [F(1,78) < 1, n.s.]

and no interactions involving this term [for experiment 3 block type 3

spatial expectancy, F(1,78) = 2.3, p = .13; for experiment 3 target

modality 3 spatial expectancy, F(1,78) = 1.7, p = .20]. Analysis of the
error data revealed a significant main effect of experiment in the error

data [F(1,78) = 2.8, p = .01] as well as significant interactions between
experiment and spatial expectancy [F(1,78) = 8.0. p = .006] and be-

tween experiment, spatial expectancy, and target modality [F(1,78) =
8.3, p = .005]. All of these terms can be accounted for by the fact that

the participants made fewer errors in response to tactile targets on the
expected side when their hands were crossed than when they were un-

crossed. Finally, there was also a significant interaction between exper-
iment, spatial expectancy, and block type [F(1,78) = 6.9, p = .01] caused

by spatial expectancy effects’ being slightly smaller in the different-
sides blocks when the participants’ hands were crossed (M = 1.5%) than

when their hands were uncrossed (M = 2.5%). None of the other terms
involving experiment reached significance [for experiment 3 target

modality 3 spatial expectancy, F(1,78) = 3.6, p = .06; F < 1 for all other
terms]. Taken together, the results of these between-experiments analy-

ses are far more consistent with crossmodal links in spatial attention’s
operating on a representation of space that updates as posture changes,

than with the f ixed-mapping account.
3. Note, though, that far more extensive audiotactile neural interac-

tions have been reported in certain other brain areas, such as the cau-
domedial belt region of auditory association cortex (Schroeder et al.,

2001).
4. We thank Lawrence Ward and Charlie Schroeder for independently

suggesting this intriguing evolutionary argument.

(Continued on next page)
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APPENDIX

In order to ensure that our participants could perform both

the auditory and tactile elevation discrimination tasks with a
reasonably high degree of accuracy, we had to present the tar-

gets in the two modalities from different elevations in the pres-

ent series of experiments (see Figures 1 and 4). We thought it
possible that this difference in target elevation might account

for some of the patterns of expectancy effects seen in our main

data analyses. Therefore, we conducted further analyses of the
data from Experiments 1–3 to clarify the nature of any effects

of target  elevation on performance. We repeated the main

analyses reported in the text, now including the additional fac-
tor of target elevation (upper vs. lower targets). Tables A1–A3

show the mean RTs, their standard errors, and the associated

error rates, as a function of target elevation, for Experiments
1–3, respectively.

Analysis of the data from Experiment 1 revealed a nearly sig-

nificant main effect of target elevation [F(1,12) = 4.6, p = .06],
reflecting the fact that the participants responded more rapidly

to upper targets (M = 650 msec) than to lower targets (M =

686 msec) overall. The four-way interaction between target el-
evation, primary modality, spatial expectancy, and eye moni-

toring was also significant [F(1,12) = 15.2, p < .01], which is

attributable to the fact that larger expectancy effects were re-
ported in the primary modality for  upper targets when eye

movements were not monitored than when they were moni-

tored. None of the other interactions involving target elevation
was significant [for primary modality 3 target modality 3 target

elevation, F(1,12) = 2.5, p = .15; for target elevation 3 spatial

expectancy, F(1,12) = 1.9, p = .19; for primary modality 3 tar-
get elevation 3 spatial expectancy, F(1,12) = 3.5, p = .09; for

target  modality 3 target  elevation 3 spatial  expectancy,
F(1,12) = 1.2, p = .30; for primary modality 3 target modal-
ity 3 target elevation 3 spatial expectancy, F(1,12) = 1.2, p =

.29; for primary modality 3 target modality 3 target eleva-

tion 3 eye monitoring, F(1,12) = 1.0, p = .34; for target eleva-
tion 3 spatial expectancy3 eye monitoring, F(1,12) = 3.5, p =

.09; for  target modality 3 target  elevation 3 spatial ex-

pectancy 3 eye monitoring, F(1,12) = 2.1, p = .18; F < 1 for all

other terms]. A similar ANOVA on the error data revealed no

significant terms involving elevation [for target elevation3 spa-
tial expectancy, F(1,12)= 2.3, p = .16; for target elevation3 eye

monitoring, F(1,12) = 2.1, p = .17; for primary modality 3 tar-

get modality3 target elevation3 spatial expectancy3 eye mon-
itoring, F(1,12) = 1.4, p = .27; F < 1 for all other terms].

Analysis of the RT data from Experiment 2 revealed a main

effect of target elevation [F(1,40) = 127.2, p < .001] caused by
the participants’ responding more rapidly to upper targets (M =

584 msec) than to lower targets (M = 687 msec) overall. The

analysis also revealed a significant interaction between target
elevation and target modality [F(1,40) = 10.2, p = .003], re-

flecting the fact that upper targets (M = 582 msec) were re-

sponded to more rapidly than lower targets (M = 701 msec) in
audition and, to a lesser extent, in touch (M = 585 msec and

673 msec, respectively). Target elevation also interacted with

spatial expectancy [F(1,40) = 20.4, p < .001], with greater ex-
pectancy effects reported for lower targets (mean expectancy

effect = 63 msec) than for upper targets (mean expectancy ef-

fect = 33 msec). Finally, whereas the magnitude of spatial ex-
pectancy effects in the different-sides blocks was greater for

lower targets (M = 58 msec) than for upper targets (M =

16 msec), no such differences were seen in the same-side
blocks (M = 69 vs. 66 msec, respectively), resulting in a bor-

derline-significant interaction between block type, spatial ex-

pectancy, and target elevation [F(1,40) = 3.7, p = .06]. The
three-way interaction between target elevation, target modality,

and spatial expectancy was significant [F(1,40) = 8.7,  p =

.005], as was the four-way interaction between target elevation,
target  modality, spatial  expectancy, and eye monitoring

[F(1,40) = 6.0, p = .02]. These terms are attributable to the fact

that larger spatial expectancy effects were reported for lower
auditory targets in different-sides blocks, a trend that was more

pronounced for the participants whose eye movements were not

monitored. Target elevation did not interact with any of the
other factors [for target modality 3 target elevation3 eye mon-

itoring, F(1,40) = 1.9, p = .18; for block type 3 target modal-

ity 3 target elevation 3 eye monitoring, F(1,40) = 3.8, p = .06;

Table A1
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors (SEs), Percentages of Errors (%), and 

Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in Experiment 1  as a Function of Target Elevation,
Primary Modality, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Primary Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Modality Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Upper Targets

Auditory primary Auditory 622 33 6.3 713 34 13.3 91† 7

Tactile 625 32 3.8 619 32 3.3 25 0.5

Touch primary Tactile 528 17 2.3 619 26 3.2 91† 0.9
Auditory 747 54 15.2 726 46 13.8 221 21.5

Lower Targets

Auditory primary Auditory 654 24 10.3 769 37 14.1 85* 3.8

Tactile 642 25 6.6 649 22 5.8 7 20.7

Touch primary Tactile 574 24 5.7 619 21 4.1 45† 1.6

Auditory 783 29 16.0 767 35 13.1 214 22.9

*p < .00625. †p < .00125. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t test pairwise comparisons
to correct for possible family-wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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for block type 3 target modality 3 target elevation 3 spatial

expectancy 3 eye monitoring, F(1,40) = 2.1, p = .16; F < 1 for

all other terms]. A similar ANOVA on the error data revealed a
significant main effect of elevation [F(1,40) = 82.8, p < .001],

with more errors being made to lower targets (M = 14.8%) than

to upper targets (M = 2.3%) overall. There was also a signifi-
cant interaction between target elevation and target modality

[F(1,40)= 4.5, p < .05], reflecting the fact that more errors were

made to lower targets (M =16.7%) than to upper targets (M =
2.2%) in audition than in touch (M = 13.0% and M = 2.5%, re-

spectively). Target elevation also interacted with spatial expec-

tancy [F(1,40) = 31.3, p < .001], with larger spatial expectancy
effects being reported for lower targets (M = 5.4%) than for

upper targets (M = 20.9%). Target elevation interacted with

eye monitoring in the analysis of the error data [F(1,40) = 6.4,
p = .02], reflecting the fact that the participants made signifi-

cantly fewer errors to upper targets (M = 8.9%) than to lower

targets (M = 10.9%) when eye movements were not monitored
in comparison with when they were monitored ( p = .03). There

was also a significant interaction between block type 3 target

elevation 3 spatial expectancy 3 eye monitoring [F(1,40) =
4.5, p = .04]. Target elevation did not interact with any of the

other factors [for block type 3 target elevation, F(1,40) = 1.2,
p = .27; for target modality 3 spatial expectancy 3 target ele-
vation, F(1,40) = 2.6, p = .12; for target modality 3 target ele-

vation 3 eye monitoring, F(1,40) = 1.9, p = .17; for target ele-

vation 3 spatial expectancy 3 eye monitoring F(1,40) = 1.5,
p = .23; F < 1 for all other terms].

Analysis of the RT data from Experiment 3 revealed a main

effect of target elevation [F(1,36) = 79.9, p = .001], with the
participants responding more rapidly to upper targets (M =

584 msec) than to lower targets (M = 674 msec) overall, just as

in Experiment 2. Target elevation also interacted with spatial
expectancy [F(1,36) = 13.6, p = .001], with larger spatial ex-

pectancy effects being reported for lower targets (M = 51 msec)

than for upper targets (M = 32 msec). However, target elevation
did not interact with any of the other factors [for target modal-

ity 3 target elevation, F(1,36) = 2.7, p = .11; for block type 3

target elevation 3 spatial expectancy, F(1,36) = 1.8, p = .19;

for target modality 3 target elevation 3 spatial expectancy,
F(1,36) = 1.2, p = .28; for target modality 3 eye monitoring,
F(1,36) = 1.0, p = .31; for target modality 3 target elevation 3

eye monitoring,  F(1,36) = 1.6,  p = .22; F < 1 for  all  other
terms]. A similar ANOVA on the error data also revealed a

main effect of target elevation [F(1,36) = 60.2, p < .001], with

more errors made in response to lower targets (M = 10.8%) than
to upper targets (M = 3.4%). Target elevation also interacted

with spatial expectancy [F(1,36) = 7.3, p = .01], with larger ex-

pectancy effects for the lower targets (M = 3.3%) than for upper
targets (M = 0.5%). However, target elevation did not interact

with any of the other factors [for target modality 3 target eleva-

tion, F(1,36) = 2.1, p = .16; for block type 3 target elevation 3

eye monitoring, F(1,36)= 1.5, p = .22; F < 1 for all other terms].

The general pattern of results from these analyses, including

the target elevation factor, can be summarized as suggesting an
advantage (i.e., faster responses with fewer errors) for upper

targets than for lower targets overall. This main effect of target

elevation might be attributable, at least in part, to the fact that
the masking white-noise loudspeakers were situated by the

lower loudspeaker cones (so as to best mask the operation of the

vibrotactile stimulators). However, since we have also found a
similar pattern of results in our elevation analyses of the data

from Spence, Pavani, and Driver’s (2000) previous study of

crossmodal links in endogenous spatial attention between vi-
sion and touch (see the Appendix to that paper), when no such

masking loudspeakers were present (see also Spence et al.,

2001), it seems probable that this effect is also partially attrib-
utable to the participants’ finding it easier to lift their toes than

their heels from the foot-pedals (upper vs. lower responses, re-

spectively).
Target elevation interacted with spatial expectancy in Exper-

iments 2 and 3, reflecting the fact that spatial expectancy ef-

fects were greater (both in terms of the RT and error data) for
lower targets than for upper targets. This was actually the op-

APPENDIX (Continued)

Table A2
Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors (SEs), Percentages of Errors (%), and 

Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in Experiment 2  as a Function of Target 
Elevation, Block Type, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Block Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Type Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Upper Targets

Same side Auditory 564 13 3.4 608 15 1.5 44†. 21.9
Different sides 575 14 1.8 582 15 1.9 7 0.1

Same side Tactile 563 13 3.6 619 16 1.3 56† 22.3
Different sides 567 14 2.3 592 14 2.8 25† 0.5

Lower Targets

Same side Auditory 672 17 13.4 736 23 21.1 64† 7.7†

Different sides 657 16 12.7 738 21 19.4 81† 6.7*

Same side Tactile 643 16 11.0 717 20 15.6 74† 4.6*
Different sides 649 16 11.1 684 19 13.8 35† 2.7

*p < .00625. †p < .00125. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t test pairwise comparisons

to correct for possible family-wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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posite pattern of results to those observed in Spence, Pavani,
and Driver’s (2000) reanalysis of their visuotactile data. The

tactile target stimuli in the present study were presented from

close to the lower target loudspeakers, whereas the upper loud-
speakers were more distant (in terms of elevation) from that tar-

get tactile stimuli. The participants may therefore have focused

their endogenous spatial attention primarily on the lower stim-
ulus positions, given that all the tactile and half of the auditory

targets appeared there. This would provide one plausible ac-

count for the greater spatial modulation of expectancy effects
for lower rather than for upper targets. Background white noise

was also presented from the lower locations, and so the partic-
ipants may also have found the lower auditory targets harder to

discriminate. The participants may therefore have allocated

their attention preferentially to regions of space where target
stimuli were more likely, and also where target discrimination

was more difficult, which explains the somewhat greater spa-

tial expectancy effects reported here for lower targets. Note,
though, that there was little evidence for this difference in spa-

tial expectancy effects between the upper and lower target lo-

cations’ being more pronounced for auditory targets than for
tactile targets, as one might have expected.

APPENDIX (Continued)

Table A3

Mean Reaction Times (RTs, in  Milliseconds), Standard Errors (SEs), Percentages of Errors (%), and 
Mean Expectancy Effects for Auditory and Tactile Targets in Experiment 3  as a Function of Target Elevation,

Block Type, and Target Side

Target Side Mean Expectancy

Block Target Expected Unexpected Effect

Type Modality RT SE % RT SE % RT %

Upper Targets

Same side Auditory 571 15 2.5 616 18 4.0 45* 1.5

Different sides 569 14 3.8 597 19 3.8 28* 0
Same side Tactile 567 16 2.9 600 16 3.2 33* 0.3

Different sides 565 14 3.3 586 13 3.5 21* 0.2

Lower Targets

Same side Auditory 671 19 9.9 723 23 15.0 52* 5.1
Different sides 659 18 11.1 704 19 13.1 45* 2

Same side Tactile 636 20 7.6 687 25 10.7 51* 3.1
Different sides 627 18 8.2 683 24 11.1 56*.0 2.9

*p < .00125. This strict criterion for significance reflects our use of Bonferroni t test pairwise comparisons to correct for

possible family-wise error rates when multiple planned comparisons are performed.
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